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The Japanese Drifter From Scotland!

Andrew has been drifting in Japan for over 11 years, and 
is at the Top of his Game, winning back to back FD Japan 
Championships.

2015 saw him capture the Japan Formula Drift series  
championship in a closely fought year overcoming ex-USA 
FD and D1 champion Daigo Saito. In 2016 he once again 
came out on top, winning 2 out of 4 Rounds, and beating 
Masashi Yokoi into 2nd, making Andrew the man to beat in 
Formula D Japan.

Andrew’s consistent high qualifying results along with an  
aggressive style and Impressive head to head stats, all in 
his trademark Toyota JZX100 2JZ platform, make him a real 
standout on and off the track. With a heartfelt passion for 
drifting, he’s a respected ambassador for the sport.

ANDREW GRAY



Formula Drift is sanctioned by Formula Drift USA, the world’s premier Drifting Series, with fans in the millions from all around 
the world.  The Formula Drift Japan Series has been growing in popularity round upon round since it evolved from the FD Asia  
championship at the end of 2014.  As the series moves into its 3rd year, teams from New Zealand, Australia, China and the USA are 
all expressing an interest to participate and join the strong field of Japanese and foreign drivers who are already making it a truly 
international affair in the motherland of Drift, Japan.  

Formula D Japan is a 5 Round Nationwide  
Series that attracts drivers and fans from all 
over the world, via their Livestreams, Live 
Feeds and Social Media.

2017 Provisional Schedule

Round 1:  West Course, Ebisu Circuit,             
Fukushima Prefecture

Round 2:  Suzuka Twin Circuit, Mie  
Prefecture

Round 3: Fuji International  
Speedway, Shizuoka Prefecture

Round 4: Okuibiki Circuit, Shiga  
Prefecture 

Round 5: Okayama International         
Circuit, Okayama Prefecture



FORMULA DRIFT JAPAN EXPOSURE/DEMOGRAPHICS

21,800+ 29,700+ 25,900+

FACEBOOK
92% Male, 8% Female, 76% of aged 18-44 
Top 5 Countries in order of popularity:
Japan
USA
Australia 
New Zealand
Canada 

INSTAGRAM:
92% Male, 8% Female
Top 5 Countries in order of popularity:
USA
Japan
Russia
Australia 
UK

TWITTER:
Male 83%, Female 17%
13-17 27%, 18-24 50%, 25-34 13%, 35-44 5%
Japan 86%, USA 7%, UK 1%, Others 6% 

THE NUMBERS

Livestream views: 560,000+

2016 Combined Total Attendance: 24,203

Weekly TV Show on Jsports Cable  
TV “Motorgames TV” 

Replays permanently online (Youtube / ustream) allow-
ing fans to review previous events at any time



 
A Winning Package

Over eight years Andy has developed numerous Toyota JZX100 
Chassis in Japan, in that time creating a package that can  
compete with the best drift cars from all over the world.  

2017 will see the current 2015 and 2016 Championship winning 
car return to battle to defend its crown.  Over the off-season 
the car will undergo a full re-make and further chassis  
development, with a new top level roll cage and a fresh engine 
for the 2017 Season.  After the car is displayed at Tokyo Auto 
Salon, testing will begin of the new Tomei 3.6 Litre 2jz, herald-
ing the start of using the largest displacement 2JZ stroker kit 
available, being utilised for even more power and reliability in 
an exciting new partnership with Tomei Japan.

Full FD-spec chassis built at Powervehicles 
HQ, Ebisu, Japan 

Moty’s Livery from Art Factory

Weld Carbon dash

DG5 suspension

Hey Man 1200ps steering knuckles

Kazama Auto Promode aero 

Tomei 3.6-litre 2JZ (VVTi)

Gforce GSR transmission

Garrett GTX Turbo

Rear mount radiator

2017 Specifications 

Team Kazama and Powervehicles Toyota JZX100 Chaser

PLATFORM



Japan D1 SLA license held since 2009 

Japan D1 GP Licnese held since 2012

Formula D Pro License held since 2014

2016 Full Results

Round 1: Suzuka Twin

Qual: 4th  Final Position: Winner

Round 2: Ebisu Circuit

Qual: 2nd   Final Position: 5th

Round 3: Okayama Circuit

Qual: 4th  Final Position: Winner

Round 4: Okuibuki

Qual: 2nd  Final Position: 3rd

2015 Formula D Japan Series Champion

2016 Formula D Japan Series Champion

2016 Formula D World Championship: 4th

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

100% qualifying record in FD Japan, with a 
season average qualifying position of 3rd

2016 FD Japan Stats: 

Total Wins: 13  Total Losses: 2

Win Ratio 6.5 / 1

2015 2016



64,000+ 3,800+
FACEBOOK.COM/POWERVEHICLES.COM FACEBOOK.COM/ANDYGRAYJZX100@POWERVEHICLES100

Social Media

29,300+
REACH
304,000 Likes, 6300 Comments

REACH
96% fans are Male, 4% are Female
3% Age13-17, 41% 18-24 , 41% 25-34

REACH
96% Male, 4% Are Female 3% Age 
13-17, 30% 18-24, 48% 25-34, 12% 



PARTNERSHIP
We are looking for partners to help us make 2017 the most successful year possible, and forge lasting mutually beneficial relationships.

 

Benefits of a partnership with Andrew Gray

Andrew is the primary driver in a 7 car team for 2017, meaning opportunities to have your brand on 1 or all of the Team cars, giving your 
company the most exposure possible

Andrew is known and respected throughout the drifting industry in his home country of Japan and overseas, can speak Japanese and 
has a massive network in the JDM tuning industry.

A professional driver who takes drifting very seriously, has an average qualifying score of 3rd, a Win Ratio of 6.5 / 1, meaning the best 
chance of maximum exposure for your brand as he progresses through the event weekend. He is vastly experienced and performs well 
under pressure, in any weather conditions, rain or shine.

Andrew has used the 2JZ/JZX platform for eight years, constantly evolving and testing at his home base in Japan, meaning his program 
is a dependable and competitive package.  He never failed to make it to the start line throughout the 2016 Japanese championship.

Andrew is now synonymous with The Toyota JZX Platform,  a vehicle that has a cult following worldwide and fans of the JDM scene.

Andrew is the only foreign driver to qualify for all Japanese D1 licenses by graduating through each level from local through to D1 GP.

Andrew owns Powervehicles, a tuning and drift cars sales shop based at Ebisu Circuit Japan, with over 3000 modified cars sold there 
and / or shipped overseas. Powervehicles is famous and influential in the tuning of the JZX Platform and many other Japanese marques. 

Andrew is committed 100% to his driving program, and works with drifting and drift cars every single day of the year.

Andrew often does PR and TV work, with recent appearances on the BBC F1 coverage, Mobil 1 The Grid, Motorgames (Jsports) and 
numerous Video Option DVDs as well as countless You tube and Facebook Videos.

Andrew has excellent Media Collaborations meaning great video and photo content , giving professional and high quality exposure for 
his sponsors.



As a Partner you will be entitled to the following:
  
Association with the most successful team in Formula D Japan History, 
2 Times Championship Winners
Your signage on the Competition and Back up Race Car
Logo on Andrew’s race suit 
Logo on all team apparel and merchandise
Product testing / placement , and reviews on request at Ebisu Circuit 
(video / written)
Media package & Report within 7 days of each round 
Tags in all posts on social media, Logo on all websites owned and  
operated by Andrew
Signage on the Powervehicles HQ shop, in Ebisu Circuit, Japan
Personal appearance days (dates subject to mutual arrangement)
Signage on all of Andrew’s backup and practice cars, which  
occasionally appear in company videos, TV work, and frequently on 
social media 
 
Possible further opportunity to have your brand displayed on full race 
rig for maximum exposure to and from the track , as well as the 
Paddock (please contact us for info)

OPPORTUNITIES

REQUIREMENTS 

• Monetary Funding 

• Sponsor Product for use on the Vehicles

• Sponsor Product to be sold to fund program

We are happy to tailor a package to suit each Indivual Sponsor, 
should that be a very basic support package all the way up to full 
main sponsor. Options can range between featuring on our main car 
exclusively all the way to exposure on the whole 7 car + Team.



MEDIA EXPOSURE

Andrew regularly  
features in Formula 
Drift USA, and  
Formula Drift Japan 
Social Media and  
commercials reaching 
Drift fans around the 
globe. Average Likes 
featuring Andrew on 
FD USA Social media 
9000+

The Livestream shown 
on the Formula D USA 
site as well as in  
Japanese on Ustream 
is a massive success, 
airing the entire  
weekends competition 
free to a worldwide 
audience. 
2016 Total Views: 560K

Our Round 4 and 
Championship Review by 
Sean Alessi Media Received:  
 
106,000+ Views,  
1800+ Likes,  
700+  Shares  
Reach 259,000+

Uploaded also by FD Japan 
and Shared by Formula D USA 
(Additional 20,000+ Views)



MEDIA EXPOSURE (Cont)

Formula D is utilising  
popular social media tools 
such as Live Feeds on 
Facebook 

Live Facebook Feeds:

Yearly Reach: 9,870,000+

Yearly Views: 1,149,000+

Yearly Reactions: 148,600+

Andrew’s car is seen regularly 
in Japanese Publications, such 
as Drift Tengoku. As FD 2016  
Japan he will have his car  
featured in the January 2017 
Edition of the Magazine on a 
multi page spread. The car also 
appears in Sponsor Catalogues 
& Advertisements, as well as on 
Formula Drift Japan Posters and 
TV commercials.  

Motorgames TV is 
a weekly TV show 
in which Andrew 
often appears. 
Its shown on the 
Jsports Channel on 
Japanese Cable TV, 
repeated numerous 
times each week.  
It’s also available 
online using the 
Jsports on-demand 
system (Japanese 
only).



CURRENT SPONSORS

Andrew has a strong  relationship  with Achilles Tires.  Their excellent product 
has meant he has been able to claim 2 consecutive FD Japan Titles in their name. 
Achillestire Instagram: 5K+ Followers, Achilles Radial Facebook: 297k+ fans,  
Achilles Radial Motorsport Facebook 34K+ fans

Andrew has forged a strong partnership with famous Japanese tuning shop       
Kazama Auto, a key  player in the industry that has a solid network of  
contacts throughout the tuning community. Kazama-san shares this  
network with Andrew and can, amongst other things, introduce brands from 
overseas to the Japanese market. Kazama Auto Facebook Page has over 3250 
Fans

Tomei have supported Andrew for some years now with LSDs, and now with their 
3.6 2JZ Engine Package in 2017. Andrew and his shop Powervehicles featured 
in its in-house publication over a multi-page spread. The magazine was sent to 
thousands of customers and dealers in the Tomei network.  Tomei Powered Inc 
Facebook: 17K+ Fans.

DG5 give Andrew’s cars suspension support. Andrew can introduce  
potential dealers to DG5 should they want to become vendors for the  
industry leader in drift suspension in Japan.

Andrew is sponsored by RAYS Gram Lights Japan , and has been with the brand 
for a number of years,  Andrew’s car features a demo car in the RAYS Catalogue. 
RAYS MSC Instagram: 140K+ followers, Volk Rays Engineering Facebook: 72k+ 
fans.

Andrew’s car proudly wears the Moty’s Oil Logo and colouring. They have  
supported his program for a number of years with top end Lubricants, and  
support many of the top Japanese tuning shops.  Moty’s Tribo Japan Facebook 
page has over 4500 followers.  

Andrew uses Turbos supplied by market leader Garrett, through their Japanese 
Distributor GCG Japan.  Garrett Instagram has 152K followers and 283K Fans on 
their Facebook page 
 
Andrew uses Radium Fuel Systems on his cars and is showcasing the product at 
Tokyo Autosalon.  He has already had orders for additional systems and expects 
the brand to now have a presence in Japan, a new market for them. Radium  
Engineering have  6000+ Followers on Instagram and 10K fans on Facebook.

Andrew featured in the opening sequence for the BBC F1 Japan 2015  
coverage, with slow motion shots clearly showing the sponsor logos on the car. 
The live showing, and repeat shown later that day on UK television  
combined, was viewed by a whopping 2.65 million people, as well as  
featuring on the presenter and director’s personal social media.
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Andrew Gray
andrew@powervehicles.com
www.powervehicles.com
www.facebook.com/powervehicles
www.facebook.com/andygrayjzx100
www.instagram.com/powervehicles100  
 
Ebisu Circuit, 1 Matsukurasawa, Nihonmatsu,
Fukushima, Japan, 964-0088
Phone: +81 90 6849 4550

CONTACT INFORMATION


